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Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you and your family are safe, together, healthy and enjoying abundant prosperity. Visualize this situation in as many ways as you can, from as many perspectives as you can.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming healthier, wealthier and happier as a family.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

my family is healthy
my family is wealthy
my family is happy
my family lives their dream
my family is always happy
my family attracts money
my family attracts wealth
my family attracts riches
my family is abundant
my family is prosperous
my family shares deep love
my family shares deep joy
my family shares deep appreciation
my family members love each other
my family members support each other
my family members appreciate each other
my family members look out for each other
my family members help each other
my family members take care of each other
my family attracts prosperity
my family shares happiness
my family shares love
my family is safe and secure
my family is wonderful and kind
my family is strong and resilient
my family is healthy and happy
my family is a role model for others
my family enjoys helping others
my family is always increasing in wealth
my family is always increasing in love
my family is always increasing in happiness
my family is always increasing in prosperity
my family is always increasing in income
my family is always increasing in safety

my family is always increasing in compassion
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your family members support each other
your family members appreciate each other
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